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The purpose of this dataset was to image nanotags, uptaken into ex vivo tumour models, through 10 mm of tissue. Then, using principal component analysis (PCA), differentiate spectrally between the single nanotags and a triplex of the three nanotags. 

Abbreviations 
SORS = spatially offset Raman spectroscopy 
SERS = Surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy
SERRS = Surface enhanced resonance Raman spectroscopy
SESORS = Surface enhanced spatially offset Raman spectroscopy
SESORRS = Surface enhanced spatially offset resonance Raman spectroscopy
Gold nanoparticles = AuNPs
MTS = multicellular tumor spheroids
Principal component analysis = PCA

All data can be found in the database file “handheldDB”. The database can be opened using custom software from cobalt light systems. The customized software was purpose wrote and confidential however all data used is shown in the excel spreadsheets with respect to the corresponding figures. 

Figure 1 – Chemical structure of dye 823 (a), dye 813 (b) and dye810 (c). Dyes were named according to the resonances, i.e. dye823 has an absorbance maximum at 823 nm. (d) SERRS spectra of Dyes 823, 813 and 810. Spectra were obtained using the SORS instrument in a conventional Raman mode. All measurements were carried out using a 2 s integration time, 5 accumulations, 830 nm laser excitation wavelength.

Figure 2 – SESORRS False colour 2D heat maps of the peak intensity at (a) 1178 cm-1 (dye823), (b) 1181 cm-1 (dye813), (c) 1185 cm-1 (dye810) and (d) 1181 cm-1 (triplex). Measurements were carried out using an xy translational stage in step sizes of 3 mm to create an image of 8 x 8 pixels. Spectra were truncated, baselined and smoothed prior to processing. A combination surface/contour false colour was used to generate a 2D heat map and show the tracking of each of the four the MTS models through 10 mm of tissue. Clear discrimination is seen between spectra collected at the point of maximum intensity where the nanotags were spotted and that collected where the nanotags were not present. The corresponding maximum and minimum collected 8 mm offset spectra also confirm the presence of the nanotags in regions where the MTS were spotted (a-d). All measurements were carried out using a 2 s integration time, 5 accumulations, 830 nm laser excitation wavelength.

Figure 3 – Principal component (PC) scores plots discriminating between the single nanotags and the triplex of all three nanotags uptaken into MTS models (a) and in solution (b) through 10 mm of porcine tissue. In both scores plots, the red cluster refers to the MTS models or solution containing dye 813, the teal cluster dye 810 and the green cluster dye823. Similarly, the blue cluster refers to either the MTS models or solution containing the triplex, i.e. equal contributions of dye 823, dye 813 and dye 810. Distinct separation is seen in both scores plots (MTS models or in solution) with the triplex falling in the middle of the three reference clusters which refer to the single nanotags.

Supporting info
Figure S1 (Describes experimental set up and thus, no data is associated with it) – MTS containing either the single nanotags (dye823, dye813 and dye810) or the triplex of the three SERRS nanotags were placed onto four separate sections of tissue (a). A 10 mm section of porcine tissue was then placed on top of each of the tissue layers upon which the MTS models were positioned. The experimental set-up involved mounting the instrument above the tissue samples. The samples were then brought into contact with the laser via the nose cone (b). Detection of each of the four MTS models containing the varying SERRS nanotags (single nanotags or triplex) through 10 mm of tissue was measured in a 8 x 8 grid, pixel size 3 mm. This created four individual SERRS heat intensity maps (c). Measurements were carried out using an xy translational stage in step sizes of 3 mm to create an image of 7 x 7 pixels. This shows the tracking of MTS models through 15 mm of tissue. All measurements were carried out using a 2 s integration time, 5 accumulations, 830 nm laser excitation wavelength. 

Figure S2 (Describes experimental set up and thus, no data is associated with it)  - Experimental set-up using a handheld SORS spectrometer for the detection of nanotags through tissue. Nanotag solutions were held in a cuvette and the cuvette was placed behind tissue samples. The nose cone was brought into contact with the tissue to ensure there was no space between the tissue sample and the instrument.



